WASHINGTON, March 20—The government of the United States, through President Roosevelt, has sent a signal to Japan indicating that the country is prepared to fight a war of defense against an attack by Imperial Japan. This has given the Japanese government a strong indication of the determination of the United States to resist any further aggression by Japan.

The signal was sent in response to a message from the Japanese government, which stated that it was prepared to go to war if the United States did not withdraw from China. The United States has refused to withdraw, and has now made it clear that it will defend its own interests in the Pacific.

The signal also contains a warning to Japan that the United States is prepared to use all necessary means to repel any attack on its territories or its interests in the Pacific.

The Japanese government is said to be considering its response to the signal, and it is feared that a war between the two countries may be imminent.

**Japanese Expect Poland to Attack On Western Front**

Japan's top officials have been discussing plans for an attack on Poland, which they believe may be imminent. The attack is expected to be aimed at the Polish border, and would be part of Japan's strategy to expand its empire in the Pacific.

**Japanese Gambling With World Peace On Basis Of Soviet Union's Known Desire For Peace**

Washington officials have reported that Japan is gambling with world peace by developing military power and nuclear weapons.

The officials said that Japan is trying to pressure the United States into making concessions in negotiations on the Far East, and that it is using its military power to try to intimidate other countries into compliance.

The officials said that Japan's actions are causing concern among other countries in the region, and that they are likely to lead to increased tensions and instability.

**Japanese Forays Into China**

Japanese forces have recently been seen in China, and have been reported as being involved in military exercises near the border with China.

The presence of Japanese troops in China is causing concern among Chinese officials, who are warning that this could lead to increased tensions in the region.

**Japanese Plans For A Propaganda Front In The United States**

Japanese officials have been seen meeting with officials of the United States government, and it is believed that they are attempting to establish propaganda fronts in the United States.

The officials said that Japan is trying to use the United States as a base for further expansion in the Pacific, and that it is using its influence in the United States to try to pressure other countries into compliance.

The officials said that Japan is also trying to use the United States as a base for further military expansion, and that it is using its influence in the United States to try to pressure other countries into compliance.

**Japanese Plans For A Nuclear Weapons Program**

Japanese officials have been seen meeting with officials of the United States government, and it is believed that they are attempting to establish a nuclear weapons program.

The officials said that Japan is trying to use the United States as a base for further expansion in the Pacific, and that it is using its influence in the United States to try to pressure other countries into compliance.

The officials said that Japan is also trying to use the United States as a base for further military expansion, and that it is using its influence in the United States to try to pressure other countries into compliance.
Military of Delegates Marks N.M.U. Convention

PITTSBURGH, Pa., March 28—The second day of the National Miners Union convention ended in discussion by the rank and file delegation from the Pittsburg area. This delegation was asked by the executive to determine to struggle to the first day.

One of the leading figures of the convention was Mr. Jim P. Beaver, Jr., representative of the Mine Workers' Union of America. He addressed the convention after the opening of the meeting and spoke in favor of the resolution.

The convention debates on the question of whether or not the resolution should be adopted by the convention. The resolution is based on the necessity of the workers to united in the struggle to protect their rights.

MORE VICTORIES FOR UNEMPLOYED ON EAST SIDE

Downtown Council Gets Aid for Two

Washington—The Downtown Council declared that a day's work without relief being won for its unemployed members through the efforts of the council.

The council, which has been active in the city, declared that it has helped the unemployed workers by giving them food and clothing. It was also reported that the council has helped workers by giving them money for food and clothing.

To Fight Clifton Police Ban on Unity of Negro, White Tourists

Working-Class Organizations Call Big Conference

The call for a conference of working-class organizations to be held in Chicago in May was made by representatives of the Working-Class Organizations of the United States. The conference is to be held in May in Chicago.

Unions in Latin America Protest

Ford Murders; Call Demonstrations

The Ford motor company has been involved in a murder case that has caused the Latin American unions to protest. The case involves the death of a worker who was killed by a machine at the Ford plant in Mexico. The unions have called for demonstrations to protest the actions of the company.

Robber Tax Being Pushed Behind Cloud of Demagogy

WASHINGTON. — The Senate today passed a bill to tax robbers, with an attempt to effect greater peace in society. The bill was passed with the support of the majority of the senators, and it now goes to the House of Representatives for further action.

The bill provides for a tax of $5.00 on each robber convicted of a crime. The money collected from the tax will be used to support the police force and to provide education for the children of robbers.

The measure is supported by the National Association of Women Voters, the American Legion, and the American Federation of Labor. The measure is opposed by the National Farmers' Union and the National Association of Manufacturers.

The bill now goes to the House of Representatives for consideration. The House is expected to pass the bill with little difficulty.

The measure is expected to be a popular one with the American public, as it is believed to be a step toward the prevention of crime.